






 

A ROLLERCOASTER WEEKEND FOR  
AUSTINRACING VHC

ESBK Round 4 - Circuit de Barcelona-
Catalunya 
Ups and downs for the team this weekend with a 
podium, crashes, lap time improvements and  
mechanical issues however in the face of this all riders 
have given 110% on and off the track. 

Beñat Fernandez retains his Moto4 championship lead 
after scoring another great podium, Yaroslav Kar-
pushin fought from P12 to lead the race and finally fin-
ishing 4th after a 8 rider battle on the final lap, Ben 
Austin and the team worked very hard over the week-
end to get a greater understanding of the tyres and 
machine, Ben making big steps forward this weekend 
with his understanding of tyres and what is possible 
without crashing, Eitan Gras had another difficult 
weekend with crashes and mechanical issues however 
is positive and ready for round 5,  Juanes Rivera had a 
strong, consistent weekend qualifying in 16th and 
fighting off a charging pack to maintain his position 
and finished 16th in race 1 and 15th in race 2.



 
Ben Austin and the team 
worked very hard on Friday to 
make some big changes to the 
bike to improve his lap times 
over the full race distance, Ben 
started the weekend on a 
1:59.7 and worked throughout 
the weekend learning more 
and more every session, he 
made a big step forward in his 
understanding of the bike and 
allowing both tyres to slide 
without crashing, this has really 
opened his eyes to what is 
possible and where the limit is 
with both tyres and machine.

Saturday started with great confidence from both Ben & Eitan but after difficult qualifying left 
them 14th & 15th on the grid for race 1 with a lot of work to do… Saturday afternoon race 1 
ended with Ben gaining positions to finish 11th and Eitan retiring on lap 3 due to a technical issue 
while lapping in 5th. Sunday was off to a good start with Ben running comfortably in 8th and 
posting his best lap time of a 1:57.2 however after being taken out in the final sector he 
remounted and finished the race in 18th. Eitan had a collision with a rider on track in the warm 
up session which saw the team working hard to fix the bike however the issue only arose when 
the bike was being ridden and couldn’t be rectified before the race start so had to retire from the 
race. Both riders are looking forward to round 5 at Navarra and are hungry for more!

PRE MOTO 3/PROMO3



Round 5: 
26/08/2021 - 29/08/2021 
C.D Circuito De Navarra

JUNIOR SBK/MOTO4

Moto4 stars Beñat and Yaroslav got off to a great start with Beñat consistently in the top 10 in 
every practice session and qualifying 3rd for race 1, Beñat got a great start and was battling for 
the entire race in the top 6 and managed to hold off a charging pack to finish 6th overall. Circuit 
De Barcelona-Catalunya and Yaroslav met for the first time with the rider starting the weekend on 
a 2:05.5 and qualifying 15th then finishing race 1 in 13th.  

Sunday bought more sunshine and race 2, Yaroslav had a great start and pushed to lead the race 
with teammate Beñat to make an AustinRacingVHC 1/2 after lap 3 and starting a 10 rider fight for 
the podium positions. After a great battle Beñat finished in 3rd position keeping the 
championship title fight alive. Yaroslav finished in a spectacular 4th position and posted his best 
time of the weekend, a 2:02.5 marking a 3 seconds improvement over the weekend. Both riders 
are pleased with the weekends results and looking forward to round 5 at Navarra.

Juanes Rivera had a consistent 
weekend with after qualifying 16th 
and finishing race 1 in 16th after a 
tough multi rider battle. Race 2 
ended with Juanes in 15th but 
improving lap times every session 
and posting his best lap time of 
1:57.6. Juanes is putting a lot of 
work in the background in rider 
training and physical training to 
step up his game and show his 
natural talent. The future is exciting 
for this young columbian rider.
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